
Helps with No Matter What 
choreography by Dick & Karen Fisher / helps written by Susie & Gert-Jan Rotscheid 

 
INTRODUCTION 
Switch cucaracha 
You will start like a switch, so switch back, then recover to face (side), but end with close like 
a cucaracha. This has normal rumba timing. 
 
PART A 
Sweethearts 3x 
The important thing to remember here is to join right hands at the end of the last sweetheart 
& using those joined right hands, help the girl to turn right face to face partner. This happens 
on the last step of the sweetheart itself. This leads you into the next figure. 
 
X hand underarm turn with head loops 
This is ONE FIGURE, but we want to break it down into 2 parts. 
X hand underarm turn:  This is the figure right after the Sweethearts. Keeping your right 
hands joined, the lady will do an underarm turn. As she turns & the left side of her body 
comes towards the man, he will also take her left hand with his left hand.  
Head loop:  On the last step of the figure, the woman and the man will turn to face LOD and 
as they do that they will bring first the left hands over the man's head, then the right hands 
over the lady's head. This has a "neck slide" type of feeling. 
 
Back break to 1/2 Open 
Remember to release all hands, but keep inside arms across partner's shoulder 
 
Hockey stick with spiral 
The lady will spiral left face at the end of the first measure (beat 4), so her steps will be: close 
R, forward L, forward R, spiral 3/4 LF on R; then continue like a normal hockey stick. 
 
PART B 
1/2 basic to Banjo / Tornillo wheel 
Be sure to go to a Latin Banjo, so with a strong hold and "space" between the bodies. It is 
very important that the lady stands straight and does not lean towards her partner. She is the 
pivot point as he walks around her in 6 steps. 
 
PART C 
Sit line to a full natural top 
You will both step back for a sit line (sit line, recover, manuver) 
 
ENDING 
Switch cucarache extended, man touch to CP 
The timing given on the cue sheet is QQ QQ&; we dance QQ Q&Q, so 1, 2, cha-cha-cha. 
You both start like the switch cucaracha in the beginning (switch back, recover to face 
{Q,Q}), then: 
• Man's footwork: 

close R, side L, touch R (either QQ& or Q&Q) 
• Lady's footwork: 

close L, side R, close L 
Important: you need to remember to really get to closed position at the end !!! 
 
Same foot lunge 
Man: lunge side right & look right (remember the lunge for the man is side not forward or 
backward. 
Woman: lunge by stepping back with the R foot well under your body & look to the left 


